Code or Impact Assessable Developments in Queensland
Disclaimer: This factsheet is a guide only and is designed to give readers a plain English overview of the
law. It does not replace the need for professional legal advice in individual cases. To request free initial
legal advice on a public interest environmental or planning law issue, please visit our website.
While every effort has been made to ensure the information is accurate, the EDO does not accept any
responsibility for any loss or damage resulting from any error in this factsheet or use of this work.
This factsheet was last updated on 14 November 2019

What is this factsheet about? a
This factsheet provides helpful hints describing how the decision is made as to whether a
development is code or impact assessable under the Planning Act 2016 (Qld) (PA). This
may help you to understand this process, as well as assist in determining whether a
proposed use is being correctly assessed.
If a development is being incorrectly assessed, there is a power for third parties to seek a
declaration in the Planning and Environment Court to declare that the development
should be assessed as impact assessable.
N.B.

You should only apply to the Court with good legal grounds. We strongly
recommend you seek legal advice prior to making any application to Court to help
determine whether your legal grounds are valid.

The focus of this factsheet is on the PA, which replaced the Sustainable Planning Act 2009
(QLD) (SPA) on 3 July 2017.
N.B.

The process for determining whether a proposed use is subject to code or impact
assessment is generally the same.
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1. Summary of steps
#
1

Steps

Action

Check what type of
development is being applied
for

Find out the proposed use or uses of land by reading the
development application documents. For example, it
might be for a material change of use for residential
development or a shopping centre, it might be for
operational works for clearing vegetation or for building
works for a car park.
The PR Schedules 9 and 10 lists types of developments,
and whether they are code or impact assessable.
Schedules 6 and 7 relate to assessable and accepted
development.
Look in particular for definitions of the particular
development type being applied for. This will assist in
determining how the development will be assessed.
Undefined uses are generally impact assessable.
Zones map areas of land that are designated for certain
purposes. They are provided under planning schemes,
typically in a specified chapter. Using a zone mapping
tool can help determine whether a development adheres
to the designated zoning of the land, and what the
assessment benchmarks are.
Using the relevant use definition and the zone, look up
the relevant table of assessment in the relevant planning
scheme. The table will also provide information about
how the development will be assessed.

2

Check the Planning Regulation
2017 (Qld) (PR)

3

Review the local government
planning scheme for how the
development type is defined

4

Identify the relevant zone for
the land under the planning
scheme

5

Review the ‘table of
assessment’ in the planning
scheme for whether
development is code or impact
assessable
Do any overlays or local area
plans apply to change the
category of development?

6

7

What happens where there is a
conflict between the zone and
the overlay?

An overlay map highlights additional considerations for
development, such as flooding and heritage
considerations, and can change the category of
assessment. Relevant overlays are usually listed as a
subset of the tables of assessment.
Where development categories differ between a zone
and an overlay, the more cautious approach is favoured
(i.e. it will generally be impact assessable).

2. What is ‘code assessment’ and ‘impact assessment’?
There are various differences between code assessment and impact assessment,
including the rights of the public to be involved, and how the applications are assessed.
(a) Public opportunities to be involved in decision making
For communities, the biggest difference between code and impact assessment is the
power to formally have community concerns heard as part of the assessment process.

Code assessable development
Development that is not open to any formal community rights to provide submissions
or appeal decisions. However, informal communication with the decision maker and
developer is still possible.
Impact assessable development
Development that is subject to a requirement to publicly consult with the community,
whereby anyone can provide a submission to the development application. Those who
put in a ‘properly made submission’ also have the power to appeal the decision to the
Planning and Environment Court.
(b) Differences in how the applications are assessed
Code assessments
Code assessment is an assessment that must be carried out only:
•

Against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for the
development; and

•

Having regard to any matters prescribed by regulation.1

However, a code assessable development can be approved even if it does not comply
with all of the assessment benchmarks.2 The assessment benchmarks are stated in the
planning instruments. In a planning scheme, the assessment benchmarks may include
codes, objectives or desired outcomes.3
The assessment benchmarks will be the ruler or gauge against which the development
must be assessed. As such, the benchmarks will be the most important determinative
factor in deciding the development application.

Section 45(3) of the Planning Act 2016 (Qld) (‘Planning Act’).
Planning Act section 60(2)(b).
3
Planning Act aection 43(1); see also the Planning Regulation 2017 (Qld).
1
2

See below an example of an assessment benchmark from the Brisbane City Plan 2014:

Code assessable developments can also only be refused if it is not possible to
condition them in a way that they would comply with the applicable assessment
benchmarks.4 Also, code assessment is not required to advance the purposes of the
PA, on the basis that the assessment benchmarks have been drafted to themselves
advance the purposes of the PA.5
Impact assessments
Impact assessment is an assessment that:
•

Must be carried out–
o against the assessment benchmarks in a categorising instrument for the
development, and;
o having regard to any matters prescribed by the regulation; and

•

May be carried out against, or having regard to, any other relevant matter, other
than a person’s personal circumstances, financial or otherwise;6

•

Should be carried in a way that advances the purposes of the PA.

This means that the assessment for impact assessable development can be against a
much broader range of matters than code assessable development, however, there is
uncertainty about the weight that may be given to matters that are not the assessment
benchmarks. Under the SPA the decision maker needed to have ‘sufficient grounds’ to
Planning Act section 60(2)(d).
Planning Act section 45(4).
6
Planning Act section 45(5).
4
5

be inconsistent with an assessment benchmark.7 This test has not been provided in
the PA. As Court decisions are made under the PA the Court will provide guidance as to
how decision makers must interpret the new PA provisions.

3. Detailed steps: How can I check whether a particular development should
be assessed by code or impact assessment?
Step 1 – What kind of development is being applied for?
Firstly, it is necessary to ascertain the proposed use or uses of the subject land. This will
be stated in the development application documents. For example, it might be for a
material change of use for residential development or a shopping centre, it might be for
operational works for clearing vegetation or for building works for a car park.
An existing use or uses of the subject land will be identified by the activities that are
carried out on that land.
Here is a list of definitions for commonly used development (from Schedule 2 of the PA):
Material change of use: means any of the following that a regulation made under PA
section 284(2)(a) does not prescribe to be minor change of use—
(a) the start of a new use of the premises;
(b) the re-establishment on the premises of a use that has been abandoned;
(c) a material increase in the intensity or scale of the use of the premises.
Operational works: means work, other than building work or plumbing or drainage
work, in, on, over or under premises that materially affects premises or the use of
premises.
Reconfiguration of a lot: means—
(a) creating lots by subdividing another lot; or
(b) amalgamating 2 or more lots; or
(c) rearranging the boundaries of a lot by registering a plan of subdivision under
the Land Act or Land Title Act; or
(d) dividing land into parts by agreement rendering different parts of a lot
immediately available for separate disposition or separate occupation, other
than by an agreement that is—
(i) a lease for a term, including renewal options, not exceeding 10 years; or
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Section 326(1)(b) of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009.

(ii) an agreement for the exclusive use of part of the common property for a
community titles scheme under the Body Corporate and Community
Management Act 1997; or
(e) creating an easement giving access to a lot from a constructed road.
Building work:
(a) means—
(i) building, repairing, altering, underpinning (whether by vertical or lateral
support), moving or demolishing a building or other structure; or
(ii) works regulated under the building assessment provisions; or
(iii) excavating or filling for, or incidental to, the activities stated in
subparagraph (i); or
(iv) excavating or filling that may adversely affect the stability of a building or
other structure, whether on the premises on which the building or other
structure is situated or on adjacent premises; or
(v) supporting (vertically or laterally) premises for activities stated in
subparagraph (i); and
(b) for a Queensland heritage place, includes—
(i) altering, repairing, maintaining or moving a built, natural or landscape
feature on the place; and
(ii) excavating, filling or other disturbances to premises that damage, expose or
move archaeological artefacts, as defined under the Heritage Act, on the
place; and
(iii) altering, repairing or removing artefacts that contribute to the place’s
cultural heritage significance (furniture or fittings, for example); and
(iv) altering, repairing or removing building finishes that contribute to the
place’s cultural heritage significance (paint, wallpaper or plaster, for
example); and
(c) does not include undertaking—
(i) operations of any type and all things constructed or installed that allow
taking or interfering with water under the Water Act 2000; or
(ii) tidal works; or
(iii) works for reconfiguring a lot.
Exemption certificate may apply – new initiative under the Planning Act
Note that since the commencement of the PA, a development permit is not
required for certain assessable development on premises if there is an exemption

certificate for that development.8 An exemption certificate can only be given in
certain circumstances.9
Read: EDO Factsheet on Community Rights to be Involved in Development
Assessment for more information on exemption certificates.
Step 2 – Check the Planning Regulation 2017 (Qld)
Once you know the use being applied for, the first port of call for determining how a
development will be assessed in the Planning Regulation 2017 (Qld) (PR).
Schedules 9 and 10 of the PR: state various items of development which are taken to be
assessable development:
(a) the category of assessment – whether it is code assessment or impact assessment;
(b) the applicable assessment benchmarks;
(c) the matters code assessment must have regard to;
(d) matters impact assessment must have regard to;
(e) if the development is stated in Schedule 10 to be prohibited development.
Have a look at the section ‘Category of Assessment’ on each Table 1 in each Division. Here
it will say whether the development type should be assessed by ‘code’ or ‘impact’
assessment.
Also for your information:
•

Schedule 6: lists development that cannot under any circumstances be stated to
be assessable development by a planning scheme.

•

Schedule 7: lists development that is taken to be accepted development –
development for which development approval is not required.

Step 3 – Review the local government planning scheme
The second port of call to determine whether a use is code assessable or not is the local
government planning scheme (planning scheme).
(a) Check the definition for the use in the relevant planning scheme
Firstly, examine the ‘use’ definitions of the relevant planning scheme (not the
‘administrative’ definitions). These definitions are normally found in one of the
schedules to the planning scheme.

8
9

Planning Act section 46(1).
Planning Act section 46(3).

Some planning schemes provide examples of a use definition and also helpfully
provide examples to clarify what are not included for a particular use definition.
Any use not listed in the table of use definitions is generally taken to be an undefined
use for the planning scheme. An undefined use is discussed later in this factsheet.
See below an example of the definitions and ‘use’ definitions from the Brisbane City Plan
2014:

(b) Does the development involve a combination of different uses?
This exercise can be difficult because land subject to a development may comprise a
combination of defined uses. Sometimes a planning scheme will define a combination
of different uses as ‘undefined use’ expressly. Where this is not stated, it simply means
the development on the land may have more than one defined use for the purposes of
the planning scheme.
The current correct approach is instead to construe the relevant statutory definitions
by reference to the language of the planning scheme viewed as a whole. Accordingly,
more than one use definition may be applicable where there are separate uses carried
on upon the land. Previously a mixed use development would have been decided via
the “best fit” definition approach, being the definition that “best fit” the development
should be applied, but this is no longer the correct approach.10
Under the new PA, a “use” of premises now includes an ancillary use of the premises. 11
An ancillary use does not have to be incidental to and necessarily associated with the
primary lawful use of the premises, as was previously required under the SPA; it is a
much broader concept.12 Therefore, various uses may be considered a single use with
ancillary related uses consumed in this use, meaning there is less likelihood a separate
development assessment may apply for each use.
Modern planning schemes also often list uses according to defined activity groups.
Where provided, these tables assist in an understanding of the nature of a particular
use as defined in the relevant planning scheme.
(c) No definition provided for the use?
Generally a planning scheme may state that for a material change of use, if the use is
not listed or defined, it is taken to be impact assessable.
Step 4 – Identify the relevant zone for the land under the planning scheme
The next step is to identify the relevant zone under the planning scheme that applies to
the particular subject land.
A zone is a land-use planning tool in the planning scheme which determines what uses
can and cannot be carried out on the subject land. Zones organise a planning scheme area
in a way that facilitates the location of the preferred or acceptable land uses.
The zones are mapped and are generally included in a mapping schedule to the relevant
planning scheme. Most modern planning schemes have as part of its planning scheme an
interactive mapping tool. By searching the relevant address of the property, the
See AAD Design Pty Ltd v Brisbane City Council [2012] QCA 44.
Schedule 2 of the Planning Act.
12
The Macquarie Dictionary (fifth edition) defines “ancillary” to mean: 1. accessory; auxiliary; 2. an
accessory, a subsidiary or helping thing or person.
10
11

interactive mapping tool will identify the particular zone applicable to that property. For
example, here is a link to Brisbane City Council’s interactive mapping tool, and an example
below.
The relevant zone and zone code will also identify the categories of development, as well
as identify:
(a) the assessment benchmarks for the relevant zone; and
(b) the required outcomes for accepted development, subject to any requirements
that may be contained in a zone code;
(c) any ‘precincts’ that apply in the zone.
‘Precinct’ planning was undertaken under the SPA for the purpose of identifying and
providing a ‘blueprint’ for sites where there are particular state planning interests or
development issues for which unique planning and investigation was required. Zone code
provisions may impose additional outcomes for development in the relevant precinct.
These precinct provisions are essentially variations to the otherwise applicable provisions
of the zone code.
See below an example of a zoning map from the Brisbane City Plan 2014:

Step 5 – Review the ‘table of assessment’ in the planning scheme for whether
development is code or impact assessable
Once the relevant use definition and the zone have been identified the next step is to go to
the relevant table of assessment under the relevant planning scheme.
Assuming that the relevant category of development is a material change of use (i.e. the
start of a new use or a material increase in the intensity or scale of an existing use) that
particular table of assessment will identify for that use in that zone the category of
assessment for the development, i.e. whether it should be assessed as code or impact
assessable development.
The table of assessment also provides information as to:
(a) the category of development – prohibited, accepted, or assessable;
(b) the requirements for accepted development;
(c) the applicable assessment benchmarks for the development.
Step 6 – Do any overlays or local area plans apply to change the category of
development?
If either an overlay or a local area plan applies, these instruments of the planning scheme
must be examined as they can elevate the level of assessment for a particular use in a
zone from one assessment to a higher category of assessment (i.e. for example from code
assessment to impact assessment).
Usually, a planning scheme will list as a subset of the tables of assessment the applicable
overlays. That table will, in turn, identify where an overlay changes the category of
assessment from that stated in a zone.
Review the relevant mapping in the planning scheme for the site to determine whether an
overlay or local area plan applies to that site.
An overlay map identifies different features that also need to be considered when
developing land, for example, flooding and heritage. An overlay map may apply to all or
part of a parcel of land. A parcel of land may also be affected by more than one overlay.
Overlays may not only affect the type and category of development but also the design
requirements such as height, landscaping or vehicle access.

Step 7 – What happens where there is a conflict between the zone and the overlay?
If development is identified as having a different category of development or category of
assessment under a zone than under an overlay, the planning scheme may state the
highest category of development or assessment applies, such as:
(a) accepted development subject to requirements prevails over accepted
development without any assessment requirements;
(b) code assessment prevails over accepted development;
(c) impact assessment prevails over code assessment and accepted development.
These items may be stated as ‘Notes’ before or after the table of assessment in the
planning scheme, for example see this excerpt ‘Note-‘ from the Brisbane City Plan 2014:

4. Are there legal rights to challenge incorrect development assessment
procedures?
The issue whether an incorrect development assessment process was applied by a local
government may arise during assessment of the application or after the approval has
been granted (whether or not the use has been commenced).
The two key legal powers in these circumstances are to seek from the Planning and
Environment Court either:
•

A declaration; or

•

An enforcement order.

5. Where can I get more information?
Read: EDO Factsheet on Community Rights to be Involved in Development
Assessment for more information on exemption certificates.
Read: EDO Factsheet on Appealing, Enforcing Development Approvals and Seeking
Declarations in Queensland for more information on appealing to the Planning
and Environment Court

